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Celebrating a Special Lady by Tammy Badowski
The Mosaic staff came together to drape pink streamers
across the entire room. They decorated the tables with
white table cloths and put down plates of assorted
desserts. Then they waited for Doris to arrive; it was her
65th birthday party.

When Doris came in the door she was taken aback by the
greetings and was immediately shown to her chair.
Danielle put a crown of diamonds on the guest’s head
and took her coat.
Doris’ family and Mosaic community members were also
present for the celebration. Everyone presented gifts to
the Birthday girl. The staff gave Doris a box of chocolates
and wrapped an endowment of a pink handmade Mosaic
quilt around her then everyone sang happy birthday as
the large red and white cake was brought in.

Hopefully, it will be a day Doris will remember for a long
while, it was indeed very special and the volunteers and
workers made sure to give her very warm memories

Friends of Mosaic
receive Mosaic Quilts on
landmark occasions.
These beautiful quilts are
made by groups in Barrhead,
AB and Leader, SK

during her precious time. She had many laughs with
everyone and had fond pictures taken of the event.

Doris is very cheerful, kind and pleasant to be around;
she was ever so thankful for everybody’s generosity, but
mostly for her family friends just being there. She
discovered Mosaic while out on a stroll several years ago
and has been coming ever since.

Happy birthday, Doris!

Full Circle. CLBI student,
Spencer, poses with a quilt
during Urban Hike. His
grandmother pioneered the
quilting group in Leader, SK

Fast Facts......................
Mosaic Centre is open 7 evenings a week - November to April
& 9am to 1pm Monday to Thursday, all year

Become a Sponsor * Register to Golf
We Need to Fill 30 Teams
for a Shotgun Start
Help Us Get the Word Out
Click to REGISTER

Simple Thoughts by Justin Magee
God's a miracle born in each person's own eyes
We never take it seriously no one will everl realize
The expectations to our truths we will not be forsaken
When the magic in our thoughts may become mistaken
Look into our days, what really is our light
When the darkess falls can we keep it through the night
Devil comes in and we're overtaken by just a thought
We ask God to take over with the evil we brought
So when the moments begin to turn a wretched black
Hail to the Lord for he's our thoughts back on track
Immorality may take over but does it feel swell
To keep on corrupting is an easy way to hell
Sometimes we feel closer to evil than we ever do right
But that's just our minds moving against us faster than light
I blink for a moment to the minds its more than an eon
Sometimes I close my eyes but I'm afraid to be gone ~

Fast Facts......................
Mosaic Centre brews 27+ pots of coffee per day
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